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Installation

Installing the backend

We provide binary Debian packages of the latest beta and release versions of the CARTA backend
for Ubuntu 20.04 (Focal Fossa) and Ubuntu 18.04 (Bionic Beaver). You can install the beta version
with all dependencies by adding our PPA to your system and running
apt-get install carta-backend-beta . Please refer to our Ubuntu Focal instruc�ons for more

details.

 Note

The casacore-data  package is recommended by the backend package, but installing it is
op�onal. The packages in our PPA should be compa�ble both with the casacore-data  package
in the core Ubuntu repositories and with the package provided by the Kern PPAs. You may also
wish to manage the required data files without using a package.

To install the backend on a different host system, or to install a custom version, you can build it
from source from the backend repository on GitHub.

Installing the frontend

If you install the controller from NPM, the corresponding packaged version of the frontend will also
be installed automa�cally. If you wish to install the controller from source, or would like to use a
custom frontend version, you can install it from the frontend repository on GitHub.

https://carta-controller.readthedocs.io/en/dev/index.html
https://launchpad.net/~cartavis-team/+archive/ubuntu/carta
https://carta-controller.readthedocs.io/en/dev/ubuntu_focal_instructions.html#focal-instructions
https://launchpad.net/~kernsuite
https://github.com/CARTAvis/carta-backend/
https://github.com/CARTAvis/carta-frontend/
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It is a bit confusing that it talks about Debian here and gives a link to the Ubuntu instructions, but the Centos instructions are linked from a different place. Also the level of information is different here than in the detailed info which users would be better off looking at. The organization needs a little thought.
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Also I got to this from the installation link from the controller page, but this page is more general.



Installing the controller

You can install the beta version of the CARTA controller from NPM by running
npm install -g carta-controller@beta , or from GitHub by cloning the controller repository and

running npm install .

Running the controller

A�er you have installed the backend and the controller and edited the controller configura�on, you
can start the controller with npm run start  (if installing from the source on GitHub) or just by
running carta-controller  (if installing the package from NPM). You can use a u�lity such as
forever or pm2 to keep the controller running. It is also possible to create a pm2 startup script
which will automa�cally start the controller when the system is rebooted.

https://github.com/CARTAvis/carta-controller/
https://carta-controller.readthedocs.io/en/dev/configuration.html#configuration
https://github.com/foreversd/forever
https://pm2.keymetrics.io/
https://pm2.keymetrics.io/docs/usage/startup/
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Should both of these methods work as root? Do they results in identical installations?




